
Wild Vegetable Soup 

Ingredients for soup (serves 4) 

1/2 cup (1 stick) butter 

2– fresh leeks 

8oz white or portabella mushrooms, sliced 

1- 15 oz can quartered artichokes 

1 fresh lemon 

1 TB fresh tarragon, or 1 tsp dried tarragon 

8 oz heavy cream 

4 cups vegetable broth (store bought or recipe to make your own follows) 

1/4 c white wine (or substitute more vegetable broth) 

1/2 cup cornstarch 

 

Directions 

Several hours before making soup (I usually do this the night before) slice the leeks at a slight diagonal, up 

to where the tough part of the leaf begins.  Place the sliced leeks in a large bowl of water to soak.  Using 

your fingers, push the slices apart into rings. (Leeks grow in sandy soil; this step is needed to soak out the 

sand so it doesn’t end up in your soup!) 

When you are ready to make the soup, drain the leeks in a strainer.  Place them on a kitchen towel, then 

roll them up in the town to remove excess water. 

Meanwhile, in a large skillet or dutch oven, melt the butter over medium heat.  Add the leeks and stir.  As 

they begin to cook,  prepare the mushrooms.  Using a soft towel, or your fin-

gers, brush off any dirt.   Slice, including the stem, into thick slices and add to 

the pan with the leeks.   

Continue to saute leeks and mushrooms until they are soft.  Stir in the cornstarch all at once.  Stir until it is 

incorporated into the butter, making a roux. 

Add vegetable stock and bring to a low boil.  Add tarragon and juice of one lemon.  While soup is simmer-

ing, drain and chop the artichokes into bite-size pieces; add to the soup 

along with the wine.   

Stir in the cream, bring back to a simmer.   Serve immediately, or cool and 

store for serving the next day.   This also works well by making on stovetop, 

then placing in crockpot to keep warm for serving later in the day. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Vegetable Stock 

In a large sauce pan (6 quart) add 10 cups of water, 1 TB salt, 1 TB pepper, 5 crushed garlic cloves, the discarded pieces of the leeks (cut 

to fit into pot,)  1/2 cup white, yellow or green onions, the tops of 6 carrots, and 4-6 stalks of celery with leaves.  Bring to a boil.  Reduce 

to lowest setting and cook for 2-3 hours until all of the vegetables are soft.   Strain the broth into a large measuring cup or a large bowl.  

Discard the vegetables.   Store the cooled broth in a glass container if you will use in the coming week; otherwise freeze for later use.  
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